Title Page and Abstract (p. 41)

The title page and abstract are the first two pages of a work. The title page has five parts:

- **Title (p. 23)**-With brevity and clarity, a title provides readers with the main idea of a paper. It should pique a reader’s interest. The title is centered in the upper half of the page and uses both upper and lower case letters.

- **Running head (p. 229)**-The running head is an abbreviated title of the overall paper that is flush left in uppercase letters at the top of all pages. It should be no more than 50 characters, including spaces, symbols, and punctuation. The words “Running head” only appear on the title page. The “R” in “Running head” is capitalized, and a colon divides “Running head” from the abbreviated title.

- **Author(s) byline (p. 23-24)**-Exclude any titles (Mr., Mrs., Dr., Instructor) and degrees (PhD, MD). Use first name, middle initial, last name form. The author’s name should be centered. If there is more than one author, names should appear in order of contribution.

- **Institutional affiliation (p. 23)**-The location where work/research was done, typically a university, is centered under the author’s name.

- **Author Note (p. 24)**-Typically needed for published articles only, the Author Note provides the following information: the author’s department affiliations, disclaimers, contacts, and acknowledgements. The Author Note is centered and placed below the institutional affiliation on the title page.

The abstract (p. 25-27) is a succinct summary (150-250 words) of the entire work. A good abstract should be accurate, nonevaluative, and readable.

Citing References: In-Text and Parenthetically

The *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* (2009) states that “when quoting, always provide the author, year, and specific page” number in an in-text or parenthetical citation (p. 170). It isn’t necessary to include the page number when paraphrasing; though, it is encouraged.
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**Work by one author (p. 174):**
The author’s last name and year of publication are placed in-text when quoting or paraphrasing.

Examples:
*In-text citation:* Hill (1978) claimed, “England experienced a surge in population between the years 1608 and 1640 which led to both economic and political strain further exacerbated by the rift between Catholics and Protestants” (p. 28).
*Parenthetical format:* Catholicism rose in popularity during the reign of Charles I (Hill, 1978).

**Work by 3-5 authors (p. 175):**
Cite all authors’ surnames and the year of publication upon first reference. In later citations, only use the last name of the first author followed by *et al.* and the year.

Examples:
*In-text citation:* Holmes, Holmes, and Sloan (1995) found . . . [first in-text citation] Holmes et al. (1995) further elaborated . . . [subsequent in-text citation for this reference]

**Work by six or more authors (p. 175):**
Cite only the last name of the first author followed by *et al.* and year for all instances of reference.

Examples:
*In-text citation:* Wasserstein et al. (2005) states, “learned adults tend...” (p. 54). [first and all subsequent in-text citations]
*Parenthetical format:* …discovered (Wasserstein et al., 2005). [first and all subsequent parenthetical citations]

**Work with no identified author (p. 176):**
Cite in-text or parenthetically the first words of the reference (usually the title) and the year. Wrap quotations marks around short works (articles and book chapters). Use italics for longer works (book titles and periodicals).

Examples:
Barker has estimated . . . on free care (“Study Finds,” 2007).
A study (*The Control of the Campus, 1982*)

**Secondary sources (p. 178):**
Use secondary sources only when the original source is unavailable. Within the text, refer to the original work and provide the citation for the secondary source. For example, if Jackson’s work is cited in Martin’s and you did not read Jackson’s work, list Martin under references, but use the following format for in-text citations:

Example:
. . . numerous methods for inquiry, according to Jackson (as cited in Martin, 2008).
Jackson ‘s report (as cited in Martin, 2008) reveals . . .

**Personal communications and major classical works (p. 179):**
Personal communications (interviews) and major classical works (the Bible, Qur’an) will only be cited in-text or parenthetically. No reference list entry is needed.

Examples:
J. Ramos (personal communication, October 12, 2010) stated . . .
He stated that . . . (J. Ramos, personal communication, October 12, 2010).
God commanded Jonah to preach to the people of Ninevah and lead them from sin (Jonah 1:1-12, King James Version)
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Authors (p. 184):
All authors listed in a reference list are alphabetized by last name first followed by initial(s) for up to and including seven authors (e.g., Martinez, J., Luna, M., Sierra., C., Herrera, M., Matos, E., & Omaña, M.). Remember, an “&” is placed before the final author. When there are eight or more authors, include the first six authors; then, insert an ellipsis followed by the last author’s name (see Reference List example #10). If the reference has no author, the title of the work goes in the author position (see Reference List example #13).

Editors (p. 184):
For a reference with only an editor(s), the editor’s name is in the author position. The abbreviation Ed. or Eds., enclosed in parentheses, is placed after the editor(s) name.

Publication Dates (p. 185):
Provide the year work was published in parentheses after authors’ names. For magazines and newspapers, in addition to the year, provide exact date of publication (month(s) or month and day). Refer to Reference List example #5 and #7.

Always provide the two-letter state abbreviation for publisher location.

Titles of works (p. 185):
Books—Capitalize only the first word of the title, subtitle, and any proper nouns. Italicize the title.
Periodical title (Journals, Magazines, etc)—Provide the title in upper and lower case letters and italicize.
Article or chapter titles—Capitalize only the first word of the title, subtitle, and any proper nouns. A period follows the title.

The DOI System (p. 187):
The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) system “provides a means of persistent identification for managing information on digital networks.” Created for identifying content and establishing a consistent link to content, a DOI is an exclusive alphanumeric sequence assigned by a publisher to an article (American Psychological Association [APA], 2009, p. 189).

If a DOI has been assigned to an article and is listed, provide it in the reference list in the following format: doi:xxxxxxxx. When a DOI is listed, no other retrieval information is needed.

APA Reference List: Examples

*Refer to page 2 for information on in-text and parenthetical citations.

1. Print Book (p. 203)

2. Chapter in an Edited Book (p. 204)
Format: Article author. (year). Article or chapter title. In editor’s name (Ed. or Eds.), Book title (Edition, p. or pp. page numbers or entire chapter). City, ST of publication: Publisher.
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3. **Book without an Author or Editor** *(p. 204)*


4. **Print Magazine Article** *(p. 200)*
   Format: Author. (year, Month day). Article title. Magazine Title, volume number(issue number if provided), page(s).


5. **Newspaper Article** *(p. 200)*
   Format: Author. (year, Month day). Article title. Newspaper Title, p. or pp. section and page number of the newspaper.


6. **Online Periodical Article** *(p. 200)* *(For example—online magazines/newspapers)*
   Format: Author. (year, Month day). Title of article. Title of Periodical, volume number(issue number). Retrieved from URL to homepage [Note: some online sources will not have volume numbers. In such cases, put a period after the Title.]


7. **Journal Article with DOI** *(p. 198)* **See p.3 for DOI description** *(For example—Proquest)*
   Format: Author. (year). Article title. Journal Title, volume number(issue number, if provided), page(s). doi:#


8. **Journal article without DOI** *(p. 199)*
   Format: Author. (year). Article title. Journal Title, volume number(issue number, if provided), page(s).


   If the article was retrieved online, add the journal home page url at the end:


9. **Web page or nonperiodical web document or file** *(For example—a blog post, Yahoo! article)*
   Format: Author (if only a screen name is available, use full screen name). (year, Month day, use n.d. if no date is available). Title of document. [Format description, only needed if document isn’t typical, such as a blog post or a Power Point]. Retrieved from URL
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10. Entry in an Online Reference Work (p. 205)  
*Format: Author (if provided). (year, if not provided, n.d.). In Name of online reference. Retrieved from URL


11. Reviews (p. 209)  
*Format: Author (year, Month day). Title of review [Review of medium Title of medium, by Author]. Name of work in which review appears, volume number(issue number, if provided). page(s) (if available). Retrieved from URL


12. Motion Pictures (p. 209)  


13. Video blog post (p.215) (For example—Youtube)  
*Format: Author (if only a screen name is available, use the full screen name). (year, Month day). Title [Video file]. Retrieved from URL


*Format: Author. (year). Title of work (Report No., if available). Retrieved from URL (unless publisher is identified as author)


15. Lecture Notes Online (p. 212-3)  
*Format: Author. (Year). Title [format of notes]. Retrieved from URL
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